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a b s t r a c t
One important design decision for the development of autonomously navigating mobile robots is the
choice of the representation of the environment. This includes the question of which type of features
should be used, or whether a dense representation such as occupancy grid maps is more appropriate. In
this paper, we present an approach which performs SLAM using multiple representations of the envi-
ronment simultaneously. It uses reinforcement to learn when to switch to an alternative representation
method depending on the current observation. This allows the robot to update its pose and map esti-
mate based on the representation that models the surrounding of the robot in the best way. The approach
has been implemented on a real robot and evaluated in scenarios, in which a robot has to navigate in-
and outdoors and therefore switches between a landmark-based representation and a dense grid map. In
practical experiments, we demonstrate that our approach allows a robot to robustly map environments
which cannot be adequately modeled by either of the individual representations.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. 1. Introduction
Buildingmaps is one of the fundamental tasks of mobile robots.
In the literature, the mobile robot mapping problem is often
referred to as the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
problem. It is considered to be a complex problem, because for
localization a robot needs a consistent map of the environment,
and for acquiring a map, a robot requires a good estimate of its
location. This mutual dependency between the estimates about
the pose of the robot and the map of the environment makes the
SLAMproblem hard and involves searching for a solution in a high-
dimensional space.
A large variety of different estimation techniques has been
proposed to address the SLAM problem. Extended Kalman filters,
sparse extended information filters, maximum likelihood meth-
ods, particle filters, and several other techniques have been applied
to estimate the trajectory of the robot as well as a map of the en-
vironment. Most approaches to mapping use a single scheme for
representing the environment. Among the most popular ones are
feature-based models such as sets of landmarks or dense repre-
sentations such as occupancy grids. In a practical robotic applica-
tion, the decision of which model to use is largely influenced by
the type of the environment the robot is deployed in. In large open
spaces with predefined landmarks, for example, feature-based ap-
proaches often are preferred, whereas occupancy grid maps have
widely been used in unstructured environments. In real world
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ronment is uniformly covered by specific features. Consider, for
example, a surveillance system which can operate both inside of
buildings and outside on parking spaces or large outdoor storage
areas. Such a system has to be capable of dynamically choosing the
best representation in each area to maximize its robustness.
The contribution of this paper is a novel approach which
allows a mobile robot to utilize different representations of the
environment. In the example of a combination of feature-based
models with occupancy grid maps, we describe how a robot can
perform the mapping process using both types of representation.
It applies reinforcement learning to select the representation that
is best suited tomodel the area surrounding the robot based on the
current sensor observations and the state of the filter. We apply
the approach in the context of a Rao–Blackwellized particle filter
tomaintain the joint posterior about the trajectory of the robot and
the map of the environment.
As we will demonstrate in the experiments, our approach out-
performs pure grid and pure feature-based approaches. Further-
more, our approach allows for the modeling of heterogeneous
environments which cannot be adequately represented by either
of the single representations. A motivating example is shown in
Fig. 1. Here, the environment consists of outdoor and indoor parts.
A feature-based representation is well suited tomodel the outdoor
part (Fig. 1(a)) but cannot be used to correct odometry errors inside
the buildings due to the lack of relevant features. A grid-based rep-
resentation, in contrast, leads to false matches in the outdoor parts
due to the sparsity of non max-range measurements there but ac-
curately represents the inside of the buildings (see Fig. 1(b)). Our
system combines the advantages of both representations to gener-
ate a consistent map (Fig. 1(c)).
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Fig. 1. When mapping environments that contain large open spaces with few landmarks as well as dense structures, a combination of feature maps and grids maps
outperforms the individual techniques.This paper is organized as follows. After a discussion of related
work, we briefly introduce the SLAM approach utilized in this
paper, namely Rao–Blackwellized particle filters, in Section 3.
Whereas Section 4 presents our approach for mapping with a dual
representation of the environment, Section 5 explains our model
selection technique based on reinforcement learning. Finally, we
present experimental results obtained in simulation and on real
robots in Section 6.
2. Related work
Mapping techniques for mobile robots can be roughly classified
according to the map representation and the underlying estima-
tion technique. One popular map representation is the occupancy
grid [1]. Whereas such grid-based approaches are computationally
expensive and typically require a huge amount of memory, they
are able to represent arbitrary objects. It should be noted that to
correct the robot pose estimate a certain amount of obstacles in
the range of the robot’s sensor is needed. This can be a problem if
the range of the sensor is short as is the case with small scale laser
scanners or if the environment is a large open area.
Feature-based representations are attractive because of their
compactness. This is a clear advantage in terms of memory
consumption and processing speed. However, such systems rely on
predefined feature extractors, which assume that some structures
in the environments are known in advance. This clearly limits the
field of action of a robot.
The model of the environment and the applied state estimation
technique are often coupled. One of the most popular approaches
are extended Kalman filters (EKFs) in combinationwith predefinedlandmarks. The effectiveness of the EKF approaches results from
the fact that they estimate a fully correlated posterior about
landmark maps and robot poses [2,3]. Their weakness lies in the
strong assumptions that have to bemade on both the robotmotion
model and the sensor noise. Moreover, the landmarks are assumed
to be uniquely identifiable. There exist techniques [4] to deal with
unknown data association in the SLAM context, however, if these
assumptions are violated, the filter is likely to diverge [5–7].
Thrun et al. [8] proposed a method that uses the inverse of the
covariance matrix. The advantage of the sparse extended infor-
mation filters (SEIFs) is that they make use of the approximative
sparsity of the informationmatrix and in thisway can performpre-
dictions and updates in constant time. Eustice et al. [9] presented
a technique to make use of exactly sparse information matrices in
a delayed-state framework.
In a work by Murphy, Doucet, and colleagues [10,11], Rao–
Blackwellized particle filters (RBPF) have been introduced as an
effective means to solve the SLAM problem. Each particle in a
RBPF represents a possible trajectory of the robot and a map of
the environment. The framework has been subsequently extended
by Montemerlo et al. [12,13] for approaching the SLAM problem
with landmarkmaps. To learn accurate gridmaps, RBPFs have been
used by Eliazar and Parr [14] and Hähnel et al. [15]. Whereas the
first work describes an efficient map representation, the second
presents an improved motion model that reduces the number of
required particles. The work of Grisetti et al. [16] describes an
improved variant of the algorithm proposed by Hähnel et al. [15]
combined with the ideas of FastSLAM2 [12]. Instead of using a
fixed proposal distribution, the algorithm computes an improved
Gaussian proposal distribution on a per-particle basis on the
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limitation of the Gaussian assumption has recently been presented
by Stachniss et al. [17]. Additional improvements concerning both
runtime andmemory requirements have been achieved by Grisetti
et al. [18] by reusing already computed proposal distributions.
So far, there exist only very few methods that try to combine
feature-based models with grid maps. One is the hybrid metric
map (HYMM) approach [19]. It estimates the location of features
and performs a triangulation between them. In this triangulation,
a so called dense map is maintained which can be transformed
according to the update of the corresponding landmarks. This
allows the robot to obtain a dense map by using a feature-based
mapping approach. However, it is still required that the robot is
able to reliably extract landmarks.
A hybrid map is also used in [20]. Sim et al. propose a vision-
based SLAMsystemwhich extracts 3Dpoint landmarks fromstereo
camera images. In addition to themap of landmarks, an occupancy
grid map is constructed which is used for safe navigation of the
robot. In contrast to the approach described in this paper, the
SLAM-system is only using the feature map for pose estimation,
while the gridmap is used for path planning in an exploration task.
A similar approach is described by Makarenko et al. [21]. Here, an
decision-theoretic exploration algorithm is described which uses
a feature map for SLAM and maintains a grid map to determine
known and unknown regions of the environment. However, the
grid map is not used to correct the estimate of the robot’s pose.
Another combination of grid and feature maps has been proposed
by Ho and Newman [22]. They use grid maps and visual features in
a SLAM system. While the grid map generated from laser scans is
used for pose estimation, visual features are used to improve the
detection of loop closures.
3. Mapping with Rao–Blackwellized particle filters
According toMurphy [11], the key idea of theRao–Blackwellized
particle filter for SLAM is to estimate the joint posterior p(x1:t ,m |
z1:t , u1:t−1) about the map m and the trajectory x1:t = x1, . . . , xt
of the robot. This estimation is performed given the observations
z1:t = z1, . . . , zt and the odometry measurements u1:t−1 =
u1, . . . , ut−1 obtained by the mobile robot. The Rao–Blackwellized
particle filter for SLAMmakes use of the following factorization
p(x1:t ,m | z1:t , u1:t−1) = p(m | x1:t , z1:t) · p(x1:t | z1:t , u1:t−1). (1)
This factorization allows us to first estimate only the trajectory of
the robot and then to compute the map given that trajectory. This
technique is often referred to as Rao–Blackwellization.
Typically, Eq. (1) can be calculated efficiently since the posterior
about maps p(m | x1:t , z1:t) can be computed analytically using
‘‘mapping with known poses’’ [1] since x1:t and z1:t are known.
To estimate the posterior p(x1:t | z1:t , u1:t−1) about the potential
trajectories, one can apply a particle filter. Each particle represents
a potential trajectory of the robot. Furthermore, an individual
map is associated with each sample. The maps are built from
the observations and the trajectory hypothesis represented by the
corresponding particle.
This framework allows a robot to learn models of the environ-
ment and estimate its trajectory, but it leaves open how the en-
vironment is represented. So far, this approach has been applied
using feature-based models [12,13] or grid maps [14,16,15,11].
Each representation has its advantages and one typically needs
some prior information about the environment to select the appro-
priate model. In this paper, we combine both types of maps to rep-
resent the environment. This allows us to combine the advantages
of both worlds. Depending on the most recent observation, the
robot selects that model which is likely to be the best model in the
current situation. In case the environment suggests the use of one
single model, the result is the same as using the original approach.4. Dual model of the environment
Our mapping system applies such a Rao–Blackwellized parti-
cle filter to maintain the joint posterior about the trajectory of the
robot and themap of the environment. In contrast to previous algo-
rithms, each particle carries a gridmap aswell as amap of features.
The key idea is to maintain both representations simultaneously
and to select in each step the model that is best suited to update
the pose and map estimate of the robot. Our approach is indepen-
dent of the actual features that are used. In our current system, we
use a laser range finder and extract clusters of beam end points
which are surrounded by free space. In thisway,we obtain features
from trees, street lamps, etc. Note that other feature detectors can
be transparently integrated into our approach. The detector itself
is completely transparent to the algorithm.
In each step, our algorithm considers the current estimate as
well as the current sensor and odometry observation to select ei-
ther the grid or the feature model to perform the next update step.
This decision affects the proposal distribution in the particle filter
used for mapping. The proposal distribution is used to obtain the
next generation of particles as well as to compute the importance
weights of the samples.
In the remainder of this section, we first introduce the charac-
teristics of our particle filter. We then explain in the subsequent
section how to actually select the model for the current step.
If the grid map is to be used, we draw the new particle poses
from an improved proposal distribution as introduced by Grisetti
et al. [16]. This proposal performs scan-matching on a per particle
basis and then approximates the likelihood function by a Gaussian.
This technique has been shown to yield accurate grid maps of the
environment, given that there is enough structure to perform scan-
matching for an initial estimate.
When using feature maps, we apply the proposal distribution
as done by Montemerlo et al. [13] in the FastSLAM algorithm. For
each particle s(i)t−1 in the current particle set a new hypothesis of
the robot’s pose is generated by sampling from the probabilistic
motion model:
s(i)t ∼ p(st | ut , s(i)t−1). (2)
After the proposal is used to obtain the next generation of sam-
ples, the importance weights are computed according to Grisetti
et al. [16] and Montemerlo et al. [13] respectively. Note that we
compute for each sample i twoweightsw(i)g (based on the gridmap)
andw(i)f (based on the feature map). For resampling, one weight is
required but we need both values in our decision process as ex-
plained in the following Section 5.
To carry out the resampling step, we apply the adaptive re-
sampling strategy originally proposed by Doucet [23]. It computes
the so-called effective sample size or effective number of particles
(Neff) to decide whether to resample or not. This is done based on
the weights resulting from the proposal used to obtain this gener-
ation of samples.
5. Model selection
Probably the most important aspect of our proposed algorithm
is to decide which representation to choose given the current sen-
sor readings and the filter. In the following, we describe different
strategies we investigated and which are evaluated in the experi-
mental section of this paper.
5.1. Observation likelihood criterion
Amapping approach that relies on scan-matching is most likely
to fail if laser readings cannot be aligned to the map generated
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spacewith sparse observations. In such a situation it is often better
to use a pre-defined feature extractor (in case there are feature) to
estimate the pose of the robot.
A measure that can be used to detect such a situation is the
observation likelihood that scan-matching seeks to maximize
l(zt , xt ,mg,t) = max
xt
p(zt | xt ,mg,t). (3)
To point-wise evaluate the observation likelihood of a laser
observation, we use the so called ‘‘beam endpoint model’’ [24]. In
this model, the individual beams within a scan are considered to
be independent. The likelihood of a beam is computed based on the
distance between the endpoint of the beamand the closest obstacle
in the map from that point.
Calculating the average likelihood for all particles results in a
value that can be used as a heuristic to decide which map repre-
sentation to use in a given situation:
l = 1
N
∑
i
l(zt , x
(i)
t ,m
(i)
g,t). (4)
A heuristic for selecting the feature-based representation instead
of the grid map can be obtained based on a threshold (l ≤ c1).
However, care has to be taken when choosing c1. If this thresh-
old is not chosen optimally the feature map might be used even
if it offers no advantage over the grid map. This will increase the
likelihood of a poor state estimate and therefore of inconsistencies
in the map.
5.2. Neff criterion
As described above, each particle i carries two weights w(i)g
and w(i)f , one for the grid-map and one for the feature-map. These
weights can be seen as an indicator of howwell a particle explains
the data and therefore can be also used as a heuristic for model
selection. Since the weights of a particle are based on different
types of measurement, they cannot be compared directly. What
can be compared, however, is the weight distribution over the
filter.
One way to measure this difference in the individual weights is
to compute the variance of the weights. Intuitively a set of weights
with low variance does not strongly favor any of the hypothesis
represented by the particles, while a high variance indicates that
some hypotheses are more likely than others.
This suggests that a strategy based on the Neff value, which is
strongly related to the variance of the weights, can be a reasonable
heuristic. Neff is computed for both sets of weights as
Ngeff =
1
N∑
i=1
(w
(i)
g )2
and N feff =
1
N∑
i=1
(w
(i)
f )
2
. (5)
It can be easily seen, that a higher variance in the weights yields
a lower Neff value. Assuming that a set of particles with a higher
variance in the weights is usually more discriminative, it seems
reasonable to switch to the feature-based model whenever N feff <
Ngeff.
In our experiments, this heuristic generally led to good results.
Nevertheless, there are two aspects which have to be considered.
Firstly the variance in particles weights usually does not change
abruptly but gradually. For this reason, the Neff criterion might
fail to indicate the optimal point in time to switch the actively
used representation. This will most notably happen at junctions
between areas where one is best modeled using grid maps and the
other is best modeled using feature maps. Note that such a behav-
ior can also be advantageous, for example in case of false feature
detections.Algorithm 1 The SARSA Algorithm
Initialize Q (s, a) arbitrarily
for all episodes do
initialize s
choose a from s using policy derived from Q
repeat
take action a, observe r, s′
choose a′ from s′ using policy derived from Q
Q (s, a) = Q (s, a)+ α[r + γQ (s′, a′)− Q (s, a)]
s = s′; a = a′
until s is a terminal state
end for
A second problem arises from the fact that frequent resampling
in a particle filter can lead to particle depletion [23]. Since our
implementation uses adaptive resampling based on the Neff value,
choosing the representationwith the lowerNeff will in general also
lead to more frequent resampling actions.
5.3. Reinforcement learning for model selection
Both approaches described above are clearly heuristics. In this
section,we describe how to use reinforcement learning to combine
the strengths of both heuristics while avoiding their pitfalls. The
basic idea of reinforcement learning is to find a mapping from
states S to actions Awhich maximizes a numerical reward signal r
(see [25] for an introduction). Such amapping is called a policy and
can be learned by interacting with the environment. Inspired by
the human learning method of trial and error, this class of learning
algorithms performs a series of actions and analyzes the obtained
reward.
There exist a number of algorithms for reinforcement learning.
Depending on the prior knowledge an agent has about its environ-
ment some approaches may be more appropriate than others. For
example, if it can be modeled as an Markov decision process, tech-
niques such as policy iteration can be utilized. In case no model of
the environment is available, Monte Carlo methods or Temporal-
Difference Learning (TD learning) can be applied.
For our approach, we use the SARSA algorithm [25] which is a
popular algorithm among the TD methods and does not require
a model of the environment. It learns an action-value function
Q (s, a) which assigns a value to state-action pairs. Those values
can then be used to generate a policy (e.g., choose the action that
has the highest value in a given state). The basic steps are given in
Algorithm 1.
To apply this method to our model selection problem, we have
to define the states S, the actions A, and the reward r : S → R.
Defining the actions is straight forward as A = {ag , af }, where ag
defines the use of the grid map and af the use of the feature map.
The state set has to be defined in a way that it represents all
necessary information about the sensor input and the filter tomake
a decision. To achieve this, our state consists of the average scan
matching likelihood l, a boolean variable given by N feff < N
g
eff, and
a boolean variable indicating if a known feature has currently been
detected or not. This results in
S := {l} × {1N feff<Ngeff} × {1feature detected}. (6)
The value of l is divided into (here seven) discrete intervals
(0.0–0.15, 0.16–0.3, 0.31–0.45, 0.46–0.6, 0.61–0.75, 0.76–0.9,
0.91–1.0), resulting in 7 × 2 × 2 = 28 states. It is important
to keep the number of states small since learning the policy
otherwisemay require toomany computational resources, even as
a preprocessing step which needs to be executed only once.
The policy is learned on simulated data where the true robot
pose x∗t is available in every time step t . We use the weighted
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ction. To avoid a punishment that result from wrong decisions
in the past (e.g., a wrong rotation), we only use the deviation
accumulated since the last evaluation step t − 1:
r(st) = r(st−1)−
N∑
i=1
w
(i)
t ‖x(i)t − x∗t ‖. (7)
Deviations from the simulated path result in negative rewards.
As mentioned in Section 5, each particle stores two weights. For
calculating the weighted average, we use w(i)g if the last action
taken was ag andw
(i)
f if af was taken.
The environment for learning consists of building-like struc-
tures with hallways and an outdoor part that models a set of trees.
We recorded a simulated path and executed 1000 runs of the learn-
ing algorithm. During learning, we us an ε-greedy policy. In state
s, a greedy policy chooses the action awhich has the highest value
Q (s, a). In contrast to this, an ε-greedy policy allows exploratory
actions by choosing a random action with likelihood ε.
More exploration usually facilitates faster learning, so a value
of ε = 0.6 was used in our learning experiments. The learning rate
α was set to a fixed value of 0.001, the discounting factor γ was
set to 0.9, which are standard values and led to good results in our
experiments.
This technique results in a policy that tells the robot when to
select the feature-based representation and when to choose the
grid map. Note that our approach to learn a strategy for making
decisions is independent of the actual feature detector used. One
could even use this approach to choose among multiple feature
detectors.
The overall mapping algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2.
6. Experiments
Our approach has been evaluated using simulated and real
robot data. The experiments have been designed to verify that our
mapping approach is able to reduce the error compared to the
purely feature-based technique (FastSLAM [13]) and to the purely
grid-based approach [16]. We specifically considered environ-
mentswhich cannot bemapped accurately using one singlemodel.
In those cases the result is the same as using the original approach.
6.1. Simulation experiments
For generating the simulated data, we used the CarnegieMellon
Robot Navigation Toolkit. The simulated environment used to test
our approach is shown in Fig. 2. It shows two symmetric buildings
connected by an alley. The environment is spanning 70 m in total.
We simulated a laser range finder with a maximum range of 4 m
which is less than the distance between the trees in the alley (5m).
This limited sensor range is a realistic setting since it corresponds
to the maximum range of small scale laser scanners such as the
Hokuyo URG.
Themotivating example in the introduction of this paper shows
example results obtainedwith the different approaches. Fig. 1(a) is
the result of the purely feature-based FastSLAM approach. Since no
features are found inside the building structures, the robot cannot
correct its trajectory inside the buildings. In contrast, the trajectory
through the alley is well approximated using this approach.
The purely grid-based approach [16] is able to correctlymap the
buildings but introduces large errors in the alley (see Fig. 1(b)). Due
to the limited range of the sensor, too few obstacles are observed
and therefore no accurate scan registration is possible and thus the
grid-based approach fails to map the alley appropriately.
In contrast to this, our combined approach using the learned
policy is able to correct the trajectory of the robot all the time by
selecting the appropriate model. It uses the grid maps inside the
buildings and the features outside. The resulting map is shown in
Fig. 1(c).Algorithm 2 Our combined approach
Require:
St−1, the sample set of the previous time step
zl,t , the most recent laser scan
zf ,t , the most recent feature measurement
ut−1, the most recent odometry measurement
Ensure:
St , the new sample set
maptype = decide(St−1, zl,t , zf ,t , ut−1)
St = {}
for all s(i)t−1 ∈ St−1 do
< x(i)t−1, w
(i)
g,t−1, w
(i)
f ,t−1m
(i)
g,t−1,m
(i)
f ,t−1 >= s(i)t−1
// compute proposal
if (maptype = grid) then
x(i)t ∼ P(xt | x(i)t−1, ut−1, zl,t)
else
x(i)t ∼ P(xt | x(i)t−1, ut−1)
end if
// update importance weights
w
(i)
g,t = updateGridWeight(w(i)g,t−1,m(i)g,t−1, zl,t)
w
(i)
f ,t = updateFeatureWeight(w(i)f ,t−1,m(i)f ,t−1, zf ,t)
// update maps
m(i)g,t = integrateScan(m(i)g,t−1, x(i)t , zl,t)
m(i)f ,t = integrateFeatures(m(i)f ,t−1, x(i)t , zf ,t)
// update sample set
St = St ∪ {< x(i)t , w(i)g,t , w(i)f ,t ,m(i)g,t ,m(i)f ,t >}
end for
for i = 1 to N do
if (maptype = grid) then
w(i) = w(i)g
else
w(i) = w(i)f
end if
end for
Neff = 1∑N
i=1(w(i))
2
if Neff < T then
St = resample(St , {w(i)})
end if
To evaluate our approachmore quantitatively, we repeated this
experiment 20 times with different random seeds. We compared
our approach to the pure feature-based approach and the pure
grid-based approach. The results in Fig. 3 show, that the combined
approach is significantly better than both pure approaches (0.05
significance).
In addition to this,we compared the solution obtained by SARSA
with those of the scan-matching heuristic and the Neff heuristic
described above.Wemeasured the absolute deviation fromground
truth in every time step. Fig. 4 illustrates that the average error of
the learned model selection policy is lower than when using the
heuristics. However, we could not show that this improvement is
significant.
One interesting fact can be observed when comparing the re-
sults of these three technique by manual inspection. Even if the
errormeasured as the deviation from the ground truth is not signif-
icantly smaller for the learned policy, themaps typically look nicer.
The scan-match heuristic for example relies on a fixed threshold c1.
If the threshold is not optimally tuned, it can happen that the grid
approach is not selected even though it would be the better model.
K.M. Wurm et al. / Robotics and Autonomous Systems 58 (2010) 140–148 145Fig. 2. Simulated environment used to test our approach. Shown are the ground truth map and trajectory of the robot.Fig. 3. Deviation of the weighted mean of the samples from ground truth using
grid- and feature-model on their own and using the combined approach. The error
bars illustrate the 0.05 confidence level.
Fig. 4. Deviation of the weightedmean of the samples from ground truth using the
scan-match likelihood heuristic, the Neff heuristic and our approach.
Fig. 5. Typical mapping results when using the likelihood heuristic (left) and our
SARSA-based approach (right).
This leads to walls which are blurred or slightly misaligned. Fig. 5
depicts a magnified view of two maps illustrating the difference.
Unfortunately, it is hard to design a measure that is able to take
this blurriness into account. A similar effect can be observed when
using the Neff criterion.
Fig. 6 shows the decisions our algorithmmadewhile processing
the simulated dataset. One can clearly see that the grid map is
used for pose estimation inside the buildings while the feature
map is used outside of the buildings. At a first glance it looks as
if the system used the wrong model around time-step 1000. Using
features here is correct though since the robot entered the building
to the right only briefly and then moved in the outdoor part again
until approximately time-step 1100.
6.2. Real world experiments
Two real world data sets used in this experiment have been
recorded at Freiburg University. The experiments have been con-
ducted using an ActivMedia Pioneer 2-AT robot equipped with a
SICK LMS laser range finder.Fig. 6. Active representation chosen by our learned approach.
Fig. 7. Test environment with poles.
6.2.1. Poles
This experiment has been conducted in an office-building and
on the street in front of the building. Since the outdoor environ-
ment does not contain a sufficient amount of detectable features,
20 artificial landmarks (poles) have been placed there. We used
poles with a diameter of 15 cm and a height of about 100 cm (see
Fig. 7). The robot was manually steered through the environment.
It started outdoors in front of the building, went through the land-
marks and then entered the building. After traversing the building
the robots returns to the outdoor area and finishes its trajectory
next to the starting location. To prevent the laser-scanner from de-
tecting neighboring buildings, the sensor-range has been limited
to 5m. Again, this maximum range is not artificially bad but corre-
sponds to small scale laser range scanners.
Since no ground truth was available, we measured the error
against an approximated robot path which was generated using
the grid-based approach of Grisetti et al. [16] with the full sensor
range of the SICK laser scanner. Due to the 80 m sensing range, the
robot always observed enough obstacles to build an accurate map.
The resultingmap and the obtained trajectory can be seen in Fig. 8.
We compared the results from our approach to those generated
by a pure grid- and feature-based approach. Looking at the exem-
plary results in Fig. 9 notable differences in the quality of the maps
can be seen. While the grid-based approach performs very well in-
side of the building it introduces numerous false matches in the
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outdoor area. In contrast, the feature based approach is able tomap
the outdoor part well but is obviously not suited to correct odome-
try errors inside the building. Combining the strengths of both ap-
proaches, our combinedmethod leads to an overall consistentmap.
To evaluate our approach quantitatively we repeated the map-
ping process for 20 times. Fig. 10 plots the cumulative deviation
from the approximated ground truth trajectory for each of the
three evaluated strategies. The results confirm the results of the
simulated experiment. They show that the combined approach
performs significantly better than both pure approaches (0.05 sig-
nificance).
6.2.2. Parking lot
The Freiburg Computer Science campus includes a parking lot
of about 50 m by 120 m (see Fig. 11). Lamps are set in two rows at
a distance of 16 m in one direction and 25m in the other direction.
The second dataset was recorded on this parking lot at a timeFig. 10. Results of the poles experiment. The cumulative error in the pose
estimation measured against the approximated ground truth trajectory. The error
bars correspond to the 0.05 confidence level.
when no cars were present and therefore only the lamps caused
reflections of the laser beams. The robot was steered manually
through a building, around the neighboring parking lot, and back
into the building again. The trajectory is plotted in Fig. 12. To
evaluate our approach, again we limited the maximum laser range
of the scanner to a range which is considerably smaller than the
distance between two lamps.
The approximated ground truth trajectory has been generated
in the same way as we did in the first experiment. Fig. 13 shows
the error of the weighted mean trajectory over time.
In summary, both real robot experiments lead to similar results
as the experiment using simulated data. The combined approach
performed significantly better compared to both traditional SLAM
techniques using the limited sensor range.
The computational requirements of the presented approach
are approximatively the sum of the individual techniques. On a
notebook computer, our implementation runs online.(a) Feature-based mapping system. (b) Grid-based mapping system.
(c) Combined SLAM system using features and grid maps.
Fig. 9. Examples of resulting maps in the poles experiment. Using only a feature map (a) or a grid map (b) leads to inconsistent maps in this environment. Combining both
representation yields a consistent map (c).
K.M. Wurm et al. / Robotics and Autonomous Systems 58 (2010) 140–148 147Fig. 11. Parking lot at Freiburg campus.
Fig. 12. Grid map of the parking lot and neighboring building 078 at the Freiburg
campus. The approximated robot trajectory is shown in dark gray, the result of our
combined mapping approach is shown in light gray.
Fig. 13. Results of the parking lot experiment. Deviation of the weighted mean of
the samples from the estimated trajectory (using the 80 m range scanner).
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an improved approach to learning
models of the environment with a Rao–Blackwellized particle
filter. Our approach maintains feature maps as well as grid maps
simultaneously to represent spatial structures. This allows the
robot to select the model which provides the best expected
estimates online. The model selection procedure is obtained by a
reinforcement learning approach. The robot considers the previous
estimate as well as the current observations to chose the modelthatwill be used in the upcoming correction step. The process itself
is independent of the actual feature detector. Our approach has
been implemented and evaluated on real robot data as well as in
simulation experiments. We showed that the presented technique
allows a robot to more robustly learn maps of different types of
environments. It outperforms traditional approaches that use only
features or only grid maps. In real world experiments, we also
showed that our approach is able to map environments which
could not be modeled by either of the single approaches.
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